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Temperature dependence of surface roughening during homoepitaxial growth on Cu„001…
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X-ray scattering has been used to study the roughening of the Cu~001! surface during homoepitaxial growth,
as a function of temperature. Between 370 and 160 K, the mean-square roughnesss2, obtained from specular
reflectivity data, was found to increase as a power laws25Q2b for coveragesQ, ranging from 3 to 96 ML.
The roughening exponentb was observed to depend on the temperature of the substrate: it monotonically
increases with decreasing temperature fromb' 1

3 at T5370 K to b' 1
2 , at T5200 K. At 110 K a smoother

growth re-enters in the presence of a large vacancy concentration in the deposited film.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.125427 PACS number~s!: 61.10.Kw, 68.55.Jk
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of being driven by the same basic processes, s
as impingement, diffusion, and incorporation of the adato
into the surface, epitaxial growth can progress in very diff
ent modes, which leads to a large variety of surface m
phologies. Recently, much attention has been attracted
growth processes where the evolving surface morphol
exhibits regular pyramidlike structures with a well-defin
lateral separation and selected mound slope. This form
three-dimensional growth, which has been observed for
Ag~001!,1,2 Fe~001!,3 Cu~001!,4 Ag~111!,5 and Pt~111! ~Ref.
6! homoepitaxy, originates from instabilities caused by
additional energy barrier that opposes the transport of
diffusing atoms downward over the step edges@Ehrlich-
Schwoebel~ES! effect#.7 These surfaces are not self-affin
~because they show a distinct lateral length scale! and, there-
fore, the dynamic scaling approach8 is not suitable for their
description. Yet, the evolution with coverage of their mea
square roughnesss2, as predicted by models that incorpora
the ES effect,9–11 exhibits the same simple power law as t
one proposed by the dynamic scaling theories:

s25Q2b, ~1!

whereQ is the coverage andb is a growth exponent. Severa
experiments, using either direct imaging1–3,12 or diffraction
techniques,4,5 confirmed the behavior described by Eq.~1!
and also showed that the growth exponentb is not universal,
but depends on the material and on the temperature of
substrate. However, the temperature dependence of gr
on these surfaces is not yet fully explored, and many of
particular aspects, such as the microscopic mechanisms
drive the reentrant smooth growthobserved on Pt~111!,13

Cu~001!,4 and Ag~001!,1,2 are still a subject of ongoing
discussion.1,14 This is partly due to the very limited numbe
of experiments that systematically address the tempera
dependence of roughening.

In particular, the temperature dependence ofb is expected
to contain information on the kinetic details of growth
well as on the magnitude of the ES barrier10 and, therefore,
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its experimental determination and comparison with theo
ical predictions presents a special interest. Theoretically, s
eral scenarios are possible. If no smoothening mechan
other than diffusion, is present, the growth becomes prog
sively rougher~i.e., b increases! with decreasingT, since the
lowering of the temperature reduces the barrier-cross
probability by decreasing the diffusion rate of the monome
Below a specific temperature, a sufficiently large Schwoe
barrier becomes insurmountable, leading to ‘‘Poiss
growth’’ with b' 1

2 .10,15 Experimentally, this behavior wa
observed for the Ag~111! homoepitaxy.5 On the other hand, if
an additional smoothening mechanism, such as ‘‘downw
funneling’’ 16 is present, the growth in the low-temperatu
range may becomesmootheras the temperature is lowere
and a different ‘‘b vs T’’ behavior is expected:10 at high
enough temperatures, where the downward funneling is
operative,b increases with decreasingT until it reaches a
maximum, which may be one half or smaller~depending on
the strength of the step barrier! and it eventually decreases i
the low-temperature range, where the increasing step den
progressively enhances the downward funneling for loweT.
Such a reentrant smooth growth behavior has been sugge
for Cu~001! homoepitaxy in a recent helium-atom beam sc
tering study,4 which found a considerably smoother grow
at T5160 K (b' 1

4 ) than atT5200 K (b' 1
2 ). Surprisingly,

however, a previous experiment employing the same te
nique did not indicate a similar reentrant behavior atT
5160 K.17 There, the amplitude of the out-of-phase intens
oscillations was observed to steadily decrease with cove
as T was lowered from 300 to 150 K, showing that th
growth becomes progressively rougher within this tempe
ture interval. A slight recovery of the oscillation amplitud
suggesting a smoother growth, was only observed aT
5100 K.

Motivated by this discrepancy and in an attempt at ga
ing more insight into the temperature dependence of rou
ening on~001! surfaces, we have used x-ray diffraction
investigate the homoepitaxial growth on Cu~001! within a
broad temperature range of 370–100 K. Traditional x-r
reflectivity methods, enhanced by the use of synchrotron
diation, are particularly accurate for surface-roughness m
©2001 The American Physical Society27-1
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surements and are also very sensitive to defects below
surface that induce a lattice mismatch between the depo
film and the underlying bulk crystal.18,19Our specular reflec-
tivity data show that the mean-square roughness of the gr
ing film is well described by the power law of Eq.~1!, for
coverages ranging from 3 to 96 ML, and for all temperatu
between 370 and 160 K. We find that the correspond
roughening exponentb amounts to'1

2 at low temperatures
~160 and 200 K!, and steadily decreases above 200 K, rea
ing b' 1

3 at T5370 K. We do not observe the reentra
smooth growth atT5160 K, reported in Ref. 4. Instead, w
find that the smoother growth reenters at lower temperat
in the presence of a large vacancy concentration~;2%! in
the deposited film. This result is consistent with the par
recovery of the out-of-phase intensity oscillations atT
5100 K that was observed in Ref. 17.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The measurements were carried out on the SUNY X3
beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source~NSLS!,
using a customized ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! x-ray diffracto-
meter. A double crystal sagitally focused monochromato20

was utilized to select radiation of wavelength 0.842 Å. T
surface of the 12-mm-diameter32-mm-thick Cu sample was
oriented perpendicular to the@001# direction to within 0.1°
by mechanical polishing and subsequently annealed~900 K!
for several days in UHV~base pressure,10210Torr! in or-
der to remove the damage from polishing. The sample
then cooled to 300 K and sputtered for 1 h with Ar1 at p
51025 Torr ~the acceleration voltage was 1 KV and the sp
tering current 10mA/cm2!. Further cycles of 1-h annealing a
850 K and 15-min Ar1 sputtering were used to remove th
impurities detected by Auger-electron spectroscopy~AES!.
As shown by x-ray-scattering data, this procedure allowed
to obtain clean surfaces that are virtually flat at the atom
level ~rms roughness,0.5Å!, have a mosaic spread of les
than 0.005°, and consist of facets whose average size~in-
plane correlation length! is 5000 Å. Cu was evaporated from
a resistively heated crucible mounted in a Knudsen cell. O
sputter/anneal cycle was performed prior to each growth
ries. The deposition rate~at the sample position! was cali-
brated by using a quartz monitor and, more precisely
following the intensity oscillations of the antiphase specu
beam—a rate of 1 ML/min was chosen. Liquid-nitrog
cooling and resistive heating were simultaneously used
stabilize ~61 K! the temperature of the substrate duri
deposition. Before each deposition series, the temperatu
the sample was accurately determined by direct measure
of the lattice constant and the cleanliness of the surface
verified by AES. Once a given coverage was attained
deposition was stopped to allow the x-ray-scattering m
surements to be performed. Data were collected by scan
across the specular rod~transverse scans! over an extended
range of values of the surface-normal scattering wave ve
Qz , at temperatures between 370 and 110 K. At eachQz , the
specular reflectivity was obtained from the correspond
transverse profile by subtracting the diffuse scatter
component.18
12542
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the specular reflectivity data~open sym-
bols!, measured atT5300 K, for a smooth starting Cu~001!
surface~circles! and for rough surfaces with coverages of
ML ~triangles!, 24 ML ~squares!, and 96 ML~diamonds!. We
observe that the reflectivity progressively dampens with c
erage as the surface becomes increasingly rougher.
expected,18 this effect is more pronounced forQz values far
from the in-phase position. The solid lines are best fits to
data of a real-space model where the rough surface is
sumed to exhibit height fluctuations described by discr
Gaussian statistics. In the kinematic limit, the specular
flectivity from such a surface is given by the expression21

R~Qz!5cPF~Qz!u f ~Qz!u23expF2
1

2
^u2&Qz

2G

3

expF24
s2

d2 sin2S Qzd

2 D G
Qz

2 sin2S Qzd

2 D . ~2!

Here,c is a scaling constant~since the reflectivity was no
measured in absolute units!, P is the polarization factor,
F(Qz) includes the geometrical correction for the number
x rays striking the surface, andf (Qz) is the atomic form

FIG. 1. Specular reflectivity measured for the clean~starting!
Cu~001! surface~circles! and for rough surfaces with 6 ML~tri-
angles!, 24 ML ~squares!, and 96 ML ~diamonds!, deposited atT
5300 K. The curves are vertically shifted for clarity. The reflecti
ity dampens with the increasing coverage as the surface beco
progressively rougher. The solid lines represent best fits of Eq.~2!,
which allow the determination ofs2.
7-2
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 125427
factor. ^u2& denotes the mean-square amplitude of
surface-normal atomic vibrations andd is the separation be
tween the atomic planes along the surface normal.s2 is the
mean-square roughness~surface width!, defined by s2

5( iN
21(hi2h̄)2, whereh̄ represents the average height

the surface,N is the number of surface lattice sites, andhi is
the height at sitei. In our analysis, the mean-square amp
tudes of the surface-normal atomic vibrations were se
their temperature-dependent values, calculated accordin
the Debye model,22 leaving the rms roughnesss as the only
variable parameter, since the scaling constantc was fixed by
the clean starting surface. As shown in Fig. 1, this proced
gives excellent fits within a broad coverage range (3<Q
<96 ML), allowing a precise determination ofs2.

The coverage dependence of the mean-square rough
obtained from fits of Eq.~2! to the reflectivity data, is shown
in Fig. 2 for different substrate temperatures between
and 160 K. We observe that, at all temperatures, the rou
ness evolution is very well described by the power laws2

5Q2b. The resulting roughening exponentb is temperature
dependent: as shown in Fig. 3,b' 1

2 at low temperatures
~160 and 200 K! and it monotonically decreases with th
increasing temperature, reaching'1

3 at T5370 K.
We now discuss the observed temperature dependen

b. It is generally believed thatb' 1
2 characterizes the growt

when the interlayer mass transport is completely inhibited
a perfectly reflecting step barrier.10,15 Monte Carlo
simulations10,11 have shown that two temperature-depend
mechanisms can lead to~and enhance the rate of! barrier

FIG. 2. Mean-square roughness of the Cu~001! surfaces2 as a
function of coverageQ at five different temperatures. The lines a
least-square fits ofs25Q2b. Both the mean-square roughne
~measured at a given coverage! and the exponentb decrease with
the increasing temperature of the substrate.
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crossing: thermal activation, where the mobility of the ad
toms progressively increases with increasingT, and some
high-order-crossing effects such as ‘‘downward funneling’’16

or ‘‘transient mobility,’’ 23 which are significant only at low
temperatures. Thus, for temperatures small enough to inh
the thermal activation over the step edges, but large eno
to make the high-order step-crossing processes inopera
~if these are present at all for that given surface!, a suffi-
ciently large step barrier can become perfectly reflecti
leading tob' 1

2 . This is what we observe for Cu~001! at T
5160 and 200 K. Above 200 K, the thermal activation pr
gressively grows with the increasing temperature and we
serve thatb smoothly decreases, reaching'1

3 at T5370 K.
A previous study of Ag~111! homoepitaxy5 showed a quali-
tatively similar behavior, butb' 1

2 was found to persist ove
a broader temperature range, 150–300 K, and a much ste
decrease ofb was observed above 300 K. It is therefore ve
likely that the temperature-dependent roughening of the
surfaces, Cu~001! and Ag~111!, is dominated by the sam
kinetic processes, but the specific values of certain par
eters ~step-barrier magnitude, diffusion rates, etc.! lead to
quantitatively different ‘‘b vs T’’ behaviors.

At 200 K, our results for both the mean-square roughn
~measured at a given coverage! and for the exponentb are in
excellent~quantitative! agreement with the findings of a He
atom scattering study.4 At 160 K, however, our data show n
evidence of the reentrant smooth growth reported the
which consists of a dramatic reduction ofs2 ~measured in
the range of tens of ML’s of coverage! associated with a drop
of b to 50% of its 200-K value. Instead, we found that t
coverage dependence ofs2 and the corresponding expone
b, at T5160 K, are very similar to those observed at 200
as can be seen in Fig. 2. On the other hand, our results
consistent with those of a previous He-atom scatter
study,17 where the amplitude of the out-of-phase intens
oscillations was found to steadily decrease withT in the in-
terval between 300 and 150 K, showing a progressiv
rougher growth with decreasing temperature and no reent
behavior at 160 K. A slight recovery of the oscillation am
plitude, possibly indicating a reentrant smoother growth, w

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the roughening exponeb,
for the homoepitaxial growth on Cu~001!. At low temperatures~160
and 200 K!, b' 1

2 ; above 200 K,b steadily decreases with increa
ing temperature, reaching' 1

3 at T5370 K.
7-3
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only observed atT5100 K. Our low-temperature data, de
scribed below, are in agreement with this observation.

Figure 4 shows the effect of reducing the temperat
from 160 to 110 K on the reflectivity from Cu~001! with 15
ML deposited. At 160 K, the reflectivity measured around
~002! Bragg reflection~open circles! is very well described
by Eq. ~2! @solid line in Fig. 4~a!#. On the other hand, at 11
K, the reflectivity line shape exhibits thin-film interferenc
fringes as well as pronounced asymmetry about the~002!
Bragg reflection@Fig. 4~b!#. We find that both of these fea
tures arise from the presence of a compressive strain in
deposited film. Indeed, the data at 110 K are excellently
scribed by a model where, in addition to considering
surface roughness, we allow the surface-normal interla
spacings in the filmdfilm to differ from their value in the bulk
crystaldbulk . A best fit to this model@solid line in Fig. 4~b!#
yields (dfilm2dbulk)/dbulk521%. The sensitivity of the
measured reflectivity to the magnitude of the strain is app
ciable: as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4~b!, a strain of a
smaller magnitude~20.4%! would lead to a reflectivity
curve that significantly deviates from the data. In regards
the origin of the compressive strain observed here, we
phasize that an accidental low-temperature surface cont
nation cannot explain this result, since impurities woul
cause a lattice expansion rather than the observed con
tion. Moreover, an extremely large impurity concentrati
would be necessary to account for the magnitude of the
served strain, while Auger spectroscopy shows clean surf
at all temperatures. Alternatively, if we consider the possi

FIG. 4. Specular reflectivity from the Cu~001! surface, with 15
ML deposited at~a! T5160 K and~b! T5110 K ~open symbols!. At
160 K, the data is well described by Eq.~2! ~solid line! while, at
110 K a real-space model that includes a large compressive stra
the deposited film is necessary to fit the interference fringes and
pronounced asymmetry of the reflectivity. The best fit~solid line!
yields a compressive strain of21%. The dashed line, which corre
sponds to a strain of a smaller amplitude~20.4%!, significantly
deviates from the data.
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ity of stacking faults on~111! facets, we expect only a sma
strain leading to an expanded lattice. Consequently, we
lieve that the compressive strain is induced by a large
cancy concentration, which is likely to appear in the dep
ited film when the growth occurs at very low temperatur
By using the linear relationship between the concentration
point defects and the strain in a film24 we estimate that a 2%
vacancy concentration is present in the Cu film deposite
T5110 K. A comprehensive analysis of the vacancy form
tion during the low-temperature roughening of Cu~001! will
be presented elsewhere.25 For our present study, the impor
tant quantity resulting from the best fit to the 110-K refle
tivity data is the surface mean-square roughnesss259 Å2,
which is less than halfof its value atT5160 K. Thus, a
smoother growth reenters atT5110 K. This behavior is
demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the temperature dependen
the mean-square roughness of Cu~001! with 15 ML depos-
ited is presented. We observe that as the film is grown
progressively lower temperatures,s2 initially increases by
almost one order of magnitude in the interval between 3
and 200 K, but decreases significantly byT5110 K, where
the growth appears to occur in the presence of a large
cancy concentration.

A similar reentrant smooth growth behavior was very
cently found in a scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!
study of Ag~001! homoepitaxy,1 where it was observed tha
the rms surface roughness~s! of 25-ML-thick Ag/Ag~001!
films increases whenT is reduced from 300 to 200 K, bu
then decreases when the temperature is further lowered
200 to 130 K. Except for a slight shift in temperature@for
Ag~001! the smooth growth reenters at a higherT# this be-
havior bears a remarkable resemblance to our ‘‘s2 vs T’’
data, shown in Fig. 5. Thus, it appears that the reent
smooth growth is indeed a characteristic of the homoepit
on ~001! surfaces, as predicted by previous theoreti
studies.10,16These theories attribute the reentrant behavio
the downward funneling of the atoms deposited at step ed
to lower fourfold hollow absorption sites. They also pred
that the downward funneling is continuously enhanced

in
he

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the mean-square rough
s2 measured at a constant coverageQ515 ML ~solid symbols!; the
dashed line is a guide to the eye. Initially,s2 increases with de-
creasingT, as the growth becomes rougher. At 110 K, howev
smoother growth reenters~s2 decreases asT is lowered! in the
presence of a large vacancy concentration.
7-4
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 125427
decreasingT, so that the growth on~001! surfaces become
increasingly smoother whenT approaches 0 K.16 Interest-
ingly, this latter prediction is not confirmed in the STM da
in Ref. 1, where an increasinglyrougher growth was ob-
served with the decreasingT from 120 to 50 K. To explain
this novel ‘‘reentrantrough growth,’’ the authors of Ref. 1
suppose that at very low temperatures the depositing at
might get caught on the sides of the larger microprotrusi
~which are more numerous at lowT!, which is a process tha
would partially inhibit the downward funneling and lead to
rougher growth. This ‘‘restricted downward funneling’’ is be
lieved to lead to the formation of overhangs and inter
voids, as also predicted by molecular dynamics simulati
for low-temperature growth.26

The present Cu/Cu~001! experiment as well as our prev
ous observations for Ag homoepitaxy25 indicate the presenc
of vacancies for the low-T growth on ~001! surfaces, but,
unlike what has been proposed1 for Ag~001!, we observe a
reentrantsmoothgrowth on Cu~001! in the presence of a
large ~2%! vacancy concentration. This suggests that, wh
ever the mechanism, the formation of vacancies during
low-T Cu~001! homoepitaxy is unrelated to the microprotr
sions ~which yield rougher surfaces! found in the above-
mentioned simulations. Here, we speculate that vacan
might arise from the slow terrace and edge diffusion tha
also known to be responsible for the dendritically shap
mounds found1,27 in low-temperature metal homoepitax
With restricted diffusion, there could be sites that do not
and, even with a reduced ES barrier, the timescale for fill
the vacancy from a higher-level terrace would be quite sl
In this picture, it is not clear whether the reentrant smo
growth is caused by the vacancies or by a changing sur
morphology. For example, an effectively reduced ES bar
associated with the long dendritic ‘‘fingers’’ that develop
low temperature has been suggested as an explanation fo
A

al
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reentrant smooth growth on Pt~111!.13 Alternatively, it is pos-
sible that the strain associated with the vacancies co
change the ES barrier itself. In any case, the presenc
vacancies seems to be associated with substantial chang
the ‘‘s vs T’’ behavior, suggesting the existence of a clo
relationship between the vacancy formation and the kin
mechanisms that govern the low-temperature homoepita
growth on~001! surfaces.

In summary, we have used x-ray scattering to study
temperature dependence of roughening during the homo
taxial growth on Cu~001!. At temperatures between 370 an
160 K, we found that the mean-square roughness evo
with the coverage as a power law:s25Q2b. The roughen-
ing exponent increases with the decreasing temperature
b' 1

3 at T5370 K to b' 1
2 at T5200 K but, contrary to

previous observations,4 remains unchanged when the tem
perature is lowered to 160 K. Between 370 and 200 K
find that, for a given coverage,s2 becomes progressivel
larger at lower substrate temperatures. AtT5110 K, how-
ever, reentrant smooth growth is observed concomita
with a considerable strain in the growing film, produced by
large vacancy concentration.
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